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RECURSIVELY CATEGORICAL LINEAR ORDERINGS

i
J. B. REMMEL

Abstract. A recursive structure & is recursively categorical if every recursive

structure &' isomorphic to & is recursively isomorphic to &. We classify the

recursively categorical linear orderings as precisely those recursive linear orderings

L which have only finitely many elements with an immediate successor.

A structure â over a recursive language £ is said to be recursive if A, the

domain of &, is recursive and there is a uniform effective procedure for deciding

whether 6E satisfies any atomic formula <p(a0, . . . , an) with üq, . . . , an G A. Two

recursive structures & and &' are recursively isomorphic, denoted & «r <$.', if there

is a partial recursive isomorphism/from & onto (£'. We say a recursive structure &

is recursively categorical if any recursive structure 6E' isomorphic to & is recursively

isomorphic to &. The notion of recursive categoricity was first defined for groups

by Mal'cev [3] and is referred to in the Soviet literature as autostability. In recent

years, the notion of recursive categoricity has been studied widely in the literature.

General semantic conditions for when decidable models are recursively categorical

was given by Nurtazin [4] and similar results were found by Ash and Nerode for

models in which one can effectively decide all 2,-formulas. The recursively

categorical structures for various theories have been classified, including: Boolean

algebras, independently by Goncharov [2] and La Roche [5] (the first full proof in

the literature is found in Remmel [7]); Boolean algebras with additional predicates

for atoms or atoms and atomless elements by Remmel [8], [9]; Abelian/»-groups by

Smith [10]; and decidable dense two-dimensional partial orderings by Remmel and

Manaster [4]. The main result of this paper is the classification of the recursively

categorical recursive linear orderings as precisely those recursive linear orderings L

which have only finitely many elements which have immediate successors. We end

the paper with a brief discussion of the relationship between our classification and

the known classification of recursively categorical Boolean algebras. Finally we

should note that Theorem 1 to follow does not follow from the general work of

Nurtazin or Ash and Nerode since Goncharov [2] has constructed recursive linear

orderings K such that one cannot effectively decide the 2,-formulas in any

recursive linear ordering isomorphic to K.

Given a linear ordering L = (A,<i7), we say the pair (x, y) is a successivity of L,

written x -+Ly, if x <Ly and there is no z G A such that x <l z <Ly. We let
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<p0,«p,, ... be an effective list of all 1:1 partial recursive functions. We write <pf(x)l

if the effective procedure for calculating <pe(x) gives an output in í or fewer steps.

We write <pe(x)j if 3s(<p/(x))L < , > will denote a 1:1 recursive pairing function

from N X N onto N where N is the natural numbers, rj and to will denote the order

types of the rationals and N, respectively. For n £ to, S will denote the linear

ordering of 0, . . . , n — 1 under the usual ordering.

Theorem 1. A recursive linear order L is recursively categorical iff L has only

finitely many successivities.

Proof. The "if" part of the theorem is simple. First note that Cantor's basic back

and forth argument, which shows that any two dense linear orderings without

endpoints are isomorphic, is effective. Thus any two recursive linear orderings

isomorphic to rj are recursively isomorphic. Now if L has only finitely many

successivities, then it is easy to see that L is isomorphic to a finite sum 2"_i L¡

where each L, is either finite or isomorphic to r/. Then if L' « L and L' is recursive,

we need only a finite amount of information to decompose L = 2"_ i L¡ and

L' = 2"« i L[ into finite sums where for each i, L¡ « L[, L¡ and L¡ are recursive,

and L, and L¡ are either finite or isomorphic to tj. It thus easily follows that

f   Or'    I'

For the "only if part of the theorem suppose that L is a recursive linear order

with infinitely many successivities. We shall construct a recursive linear ordering Tí

in stages which is isomorphic to L but which is not recursively isomorphic to L. We

can assume without loss of generality that the domain of L is N and we will

construct R to have domain N. At each stage 5 of our construction we shall specify

the linear order <r on {0, . . . , s} and a finite isomorphism fs: {0, . . . , s} -»

{0, . . . , s} such that for all i <j < s, i <lj iff fs(i) <Rfs(J)- F°r notational

convenience, we let l¿, . . ., If be the elements {0, . . ., s} in increasing <¿ order

and /-J, . . ., rf be the elements {0, . . ., s} in increasing <r order. Thus for all

j < s,fs(lf) = rf. It will be the case that for certain x and s thatfs(x) ^fi+^x), but

we will ensure that for all x, lim, fs(x) = fix) exists and that / is an isomorphism

from L = <JV,<l> onto R = (N,<R}.

The basic idea of our construction is to use the infinitely many successivities of L

to diagonalize over all possible recursive isomorphisms. Thus our construction will

ensure that we meet the following set of requirements for e = 0, 1, 2.

p . If <pe is an order preserving map from L into 7?, then there

exist a, b G L with a -+L b such that q>e(a) -&R tpe(b).

The basic action to meet the requirement Pe is as follows. Suppose at stage s, we

have If -^L lf+x, <pf(lf)l, <pf(lf+i)l, and for some/ <s, <pe(lf) = rf and (pe(lf+x) =
rf+x. Then at stage s + 1, we will define <« so that rf <r s + 1 <r rf+x, thus

ensuring that rf -f>r rj+, and requirement Pe is met. There are several conflicts that

we must overcome in order to carry out this basic strategy. First, since it is not the

case that If <ls + 1 <t fi+u we will be forced to have fs(x) =£fs+\(x) for some

x < s when we put rf <r s + 1 <r rf+x. So to ensure that lim^ fs(x) exists for all x

and that / is onto, we will allow such an action to be taken for requirements Pe iff
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we can arrange to have f(x) = /+](x) for all x G (0, . . . , e} U ff\{0, . . . , e}).

Another problem is that we cannot effectively tell when a -+L b. Indeed,

Goncharov [2] has constructed a recursive linear ordering K such that there is no

recursive linear ordering K' « K such that the successivities of K' are recursive.

However the complement of the successivities of L,

C = {<x,j>>|x <f Ly or 3u(x <L u <Ly)},

is an r.e. set. We let

Cs = {<x,j>>|x, v < s & x <£ Ly or 3u < s(x <l u <ly)}.

The <x, v> £ Cs approximate successitivites of L at stage s and we use such

<x,.y> to carry out our strategy for Pe. Of course we may later find that

<x, y y G C, in which case we will have to take additional action for Pe. Neverthe-

less, our construction will ensure that eventually we will take an action for Pe as

above using some (If, lf+x) such that (If, lf+x) £ C. We let c¿ < c[ < ■ ■ • be a

list of TV — Cs in order of magnitude.

Construction.

Stage 0. Let/0(0) = 0.

Stage 5 + 1. Look for the least n = n(s + I) < s + \ such that:

(ï)cf+x = (If, ¡f+l> for some i <s,

(ii) n = <e, d) and for all x, y < s if <p/+1(x)L, cpf+i(y)l and %(x), <pe(y) < s,

then x <Ly iff <pe(x) <r <pe(y),

(iii) <pf+x(lf)l, Ç>;+1(ft.i)i, <PeVf) = rf, and %(lf+i) = rf+x for some/ < s.
(iv) There exist u,vG{0,...,s}\j {-oo,+oo} such that If, <L If <l lf+l <l If

and lsu <Ls + 1 <L If and there is no x G (0, . . ., e} u fs~l({0, . . . , e}) with

lu <l x <l If- (u = -oo means s + 1 <L /¿* and there is no x as above with x < If,

and v = + oo means // <l s + I and there is no x as above with If < x.)

(v) If k < n, k = <e, ¿>, and c¿+1 = (If, lf+x) for some a < s, then #+1(£)L,

<P/+1(£+i)l. Çfc(Ç) = ^» and <Pe0i+i) = rp+\ for somej? < 5 (obviously for such k,

(iv) fails; for example it may be that If, lf+x G (0, ... , e}).

If there is no such n, we let s + 1 <Ä r¿ if s + 1 <L l¿, rf <R s + 1 if // <¿

s + 1, and r¿ <s j + l<j r^+1 if /¿ <¿ í + 1 <L ¡f¡+x for some m < s. Then we

define fs+x(s + 1) = j + 1 and /J+1(x) = fs(x) for all x < s. If there is such

an n, assume that the u and t> of (iv) are chosen so that <w, u> is as small

as possible. We let rf <r s + 1 <r rf+x. By (iii), it is clear that since fs+x is

defined to be the unique order isomorphism between <{0, .. ., s + 1 },</.) and

<{0, . . . ,s + \},<r}, we have /+1(^) = rf if either i < u or v < i so that

fs+i(x) = Ux) for all x G (0, . . ., e} u ff\{0, ..., <?}).
This completes the description of the stages. It is clear that each stage is

completely effective so that R = <N,<r} is a recursive linear ordering. Thus to

complete our proof we need only check that / = lim, fs is an isomorphism from L

onto R and that all the requirements Pe are satisfied. We prove both these facts by

a simultaneous induction. Note, to prove that / is an isomorphism, we need only

check that for all x, lims/(x) and lims/_1(x) exist, since at each stage/ is order

preserving. Since/+1(x) ¥=fs(x) or X+iW ^/T'C*) onty if the n(s + 1) chosen at
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stage j + 1 is of the form (e, q} where e < x, all we need to do to prove that

limsfs(x) and limsf~x(x) exist for all x is to show that for each e there are only

finitely many stages s where n(s) is of the form (e, q}. So assume by induction that

all the requirements P0, . . ., Pe_, are met and that there is a stage s0 large enough

so that for all s > % the n(s) chosen at stage s, if any, is of the form (k, dy where

k > e. First we can assume that % is an isomorphism from (domain of tpe,<L/

onto (range of tpe,<R}. For otherwise requirement Pc is met and there will be a

stage s > s0 such that there is x, y < s in the domain of tpf such that x </. y but

VeW ^ r <Pe(y) ana* VeC*)* <Pe(jO < s- Then by condition (ii) of our definition of

n(s) we know that n(t) is not of the form (e, q} for t > s.

Next let c0, cx, . . . be a list of C in order of magnitude and n0 < nx < ■ ■ • be a

list of those «'s such that n = (e, q} for some q. Now if there is some k such that

cn = (x, y y and either not both <pe(x) and tpe(y) are defined or <pe(x) and <pe(y) are

defined but <pe(x) -t*R<pe(y), then clearly requirement Pe is met. Moreover, suppose

sx > s0 is large enough so that cf1 = c, for all / < nk, and if both <pe(x) and <pe(y)

are defined then x,y, <pe(x), <pe(y) < *„ <p/'(x)|, <pf'(y)i, and 3w < sx(<pe(x) <R u

<r tpe(y)). Now it is easy to see that if j > s, and n(s) = (e, q}, then condition (v)

forces n(s) < nk. Similarly if t > s and the n(t) = (e, q'y, then n(t) < n(s), etc.

Thus there can only be finitely many stages s > sx where n(s) is of the form (e, q}.

Finally we are reduced to the case where for all nJt if c = (x,-, >>,■>, then both

<pe(xj) and ye(y/) are defined and %(xf) -+R <pe(yj). We claim that this case never

happens. For let a0 <l ax <l • • • <l am be the /-ordering of the elements

{0, . . . , e} u fs~\{0, . . . , e}) and b0 <R bx <R ■ ■ ■ <R bm be the Ä-ordering of

their corresponding images under f . By our assumptions on q>e we know that

(^(^oX <Pe(>'o))' (<Peixi)> 'PeiyT)}' ■ ■ • ls a ust of infinitely many distinct 7?-succes-

sivities. It follows from the fact that/* is always a finite isomorphism, that for some

k, %ixk) and %(yk) lie in one of the intervals (-oo, b0],..., [b¡, bi+x], ..., [bm, +oo)

where the corresponding interval in L is infinite. Say ¿>, <r <pe(xk) < <pe(yk) <bi+x

where [a¡, ai+x] is infinite in L. It is now easy to see that there must be a stage

s > s0 large enough so that for all / < nk: (a) cf = c,; (b) x(, v„ (pe(x¡) and

Veiyf) < s> anc^ (c) <Pf(xi)l an(l Vfiyfii an<i, moreover, a¡ <l s + 1 </, ai+x. It then

follows that nk satisfies the conditions to be n(s + 1). By choice of j > i0, n(s + 1)

is defined and n(s + 1) = n, for some i < k so that n(s + 1) is of the form (e, q}.

But then our actions taken at stage í + 1 ensure that tpe(x,) -t+R (pe(y¡), contradict-

ing our assumptions on <pe.   ■

We note that given any effective sequence L0, Lx, . . . of recursive linear

orderings with infinitely many successivities, one can easily interweave the same

type of requirements as in Theorem 1 to construct a recursive linear ordering L'

isomorphic to L0 but where L ?ér L¡ for any i. Thus the following holds.

Corollary 1. Let L be a recursive linear ordering. Then

(a) The classical isomorphism type of L, T(L), contains either one or infinitely many

recursive isomorphism types.

(b) If L has infinitely many successivities, there is no effective list L0, Lx, . . . of

recursive linear orderings with infinitely many successivities which contain at least one

representative in every recursive isomorphism type in T(L).
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Given a recursive linear order L with a first element, the set of all left-closed

right-open intervals of L forms a recursive Boolean algebra, BL, called the interval

algebra of L. Goncharov and La Roche showed that the recursively categorical

Boolean algebras are the ones with finitely many atoms. Thus a recursive linear

ordering L with a first element is recursively categorical iff BL is recursively

categorical. We do not know whether Goncharov and La Roche's result follows

from Theorem 1 or vice versa. Indeed there is some evidence to suggest that this is

not the case. The problem is that there are many nonisomorphic linear orderings

which give rise to the same Boolean algebra. In fact, if we add additional

predicates, the recursive categoricity property does not transfer to the interval

algebra. For example, we showed in [8] that if we add an additional predicate ^l(x)

for "x is an atom" (so that we consider only recursive Boolean algebras with

recursive sets of atoms) then the recursively categorical Boolean algebras with

recursive sets of atoms is the class D which contains all finite Boolean algebras, the

atomless Boolean algebra, and the Boolean algebra of finite and cofinite subsets of

N and is closed under finite products. The corresponding additional predicate for

linear orderings is the binary predicate S(x,y) for "x -*y". Now C, the Boolean

algebra generated by all the closed intervals of the rationals tj is a recursive

Boolean algebra with a recursive set of atoms and is isomorphic to the interval

algebras on Ï + (r/ X o,) and Ï + (tj X k) for any k > 2 where k is the discrete

linear ordering on k elements. But C is not recursively categorical in the class of

recursive Boolean algebras with recursive sets of atoms while it is easy to show that

I + (tj x k) is recursively categorical but ï + (tj X w) is not recursively categorical

in the class of recursive linear orderings with recursive successivities. We note that

the classification of the recursively categorical linear orderings with recursive

successivities is open.
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